


“What a heart warming experience it was bringing so many people and 
their creativity together. It was fascinating to see the many similarities 
and differences in our experiences and interpretations. But also uplifting, 
inspiring and very moving too....Good things can rise from the ashes of 
terrible times and Artspace has certainly got its Phoenix wings on.” 

“I was absolutely overwhelmed by last night’s presentation of ‘Home is 
Where the ART is exhibition’. I personally experienced laughter and tears and 
was overwhelmed by the diversity of talent...This exhibition will uplift many 
hearts within the Forest and beyond.”

“The natural world has given me a reason to get up every day and feel 
positive. I hadn’t picked up a paintbrush in five decades - I love the escapism 
and peace it has given me recently.”

“I was in self isolation for the first 8 months of lockdown 2020. During 
this time I used creativity and making as a means of expression and 
understanding what we were all experiencing.”

“I have really enjoyed developing my artwork over the last year or so… 
lockdown has enabled me to develop my art style and learn more about how 
to use social media.”

“Well, thank you for including me in the project. I thoroughly enjoyed the 
event.”

“Thank you for arranging ‘Home is where the art is’. I so enjoyed producing 
my 2 hangings which I was so thrilled to see on screen’  ‘Many thanks again 
for all your hard work.”



“Thanks so much to the Art Space team for putting on such a great event.”

“The launch event for this project was very impressive, I thoroughly enjoyed 
the event and look forward to getting involved in future projects.”

“The project was a pleasure to be involved with and the exhibition beautifully 
managed.”

“It was great to be able to take part in the project.”“Thank you for all your 
hard work.”

“I really enjoyed being part of the ‘Home is Where the Art is’ project. 
I thought it was so well put together, just lovely! It was a pleasure to be 
included alongside so many talented artists, thank you.”

“Thank you for everything.”

“Thanks to everyone who made this possible.”

“Thanks for all the work you put into this project, it certainly paid off.”

“Yes, the course was enjoyable.  Freddie and I watched the exhibition /show 
together.  I was impressed by the virtual gallery -  clever stuff - and the work 
shown in the gallery was superb.  Freddie liked spotting the people, of course 
- Lizzie, Kim, Nix and Sally. He also really liked the man playing the guitar 
and singing the blues song”.


